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Extract from A PhD Rollercoaster (2017) 

People I follow on social media and why (in no particular order) 

 

Harvard Business Review @HarvardBiz: An extremely influential journal with huge reach and 

well-researched content. Accessible, interesting and relevant. Great visuals on their Twitter 

stream too.  

The Economist @TheEconomist: Business and current affairs, well researched and written, with 

the odd cheeky pun. 

PhD life 

Writing For Research @Write4Research: Excellent advice on all aspects of writing from Prof 

Patrick Dunleavy. 

Write That PhD @WritethatPhD: Another good source for writing advice. 

Dr Inger Mewburn @thesiswhisperer: An institution for PhD students, Australian slant. 

Dr James Hayton @jameshaytonphd: Author of An Uncommon Guide to Research, Writing and 

PhD Life - a good book on the PhD process with a good section on stress and default responses, 

UK slant. 

Research methods 

National Centre for Research Methods (UK based) @NCRMUK: Very informative email alerts, 

including upcoming training in research methods. 

Equator Network @EQUATORNetwork: Great repository of all reporting guidelines for different 

types of studies. 

Transparency and ethics 

Retraction Watch @RetractionWatch: Love this. The Retraction Watch team are superb at 

monitoring and reporting on the credibility, and subsequent retractions, of research that has 

already been published in peer reviewed journals. Hearing Ivan Oransky (@ivanoransky) of 

Retraction Watch speak at a conference is a real treat. 

https://books2read.com/phdrc
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Research impact 

Dr Sarah Morton @sasmort: I attended a one-day workshop designed by Sarah on writing 

impact statements and identifying stakeholders. Great stuff. 

Prof Mark Reed @profmarkreed: Founder of Fast Tract Impact (@fasttrackimpact). Accessible, 

practical guidance on creating impact with your research and raising your social media profile. 

Highly recommend his book: http://bit.ly/Nilamblog  

LSE Impact Blog @LSEImpactBlog: Another highly influential blog with expert contributions on 

all aspects of getting your research ‘out there.’ 

Access to journals 

Authoraid @authoraid: Lively forum and an important hub of useful information on many 

aspects of writing and accessing journal articles. Although aimed at developing country 

researchers, researchers in all countries can learn a lot here. Best known for its free, online 

course on writing academic articles, run using a Moodle, with experienced trainers and mentors. 

Full disclosure, I have worked with Authoraid to design and edit modules for their courses. 

Think Check Submit @thinkchecksub: A simple, effective tool to help you ‘choose a trustworthy 

journal for your research.’ 

Open Access @openaccess_rr: One of the many open access accounts on Twitter. I like this one 

because it collates a list of the top articles on open access for you almost daily. 

Twitter humour 

Research Wahlberg @ResearchMark: What’s not to love? 

Shit Academics Say @ShitAcademicsSay: Spookily real. 

  

http://bit.ly/Nilamblog
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Career advice and coaching 

There is now much more information to hand about how you can create a buzz around yourself 

and your research. I wish the following resources had been around when I had graduated:   

jobsontoast.com @chrishumphrey: By Dr Chris Humprhey who made the successful leap from 

studying Medieval Studies at PhD to then being a project manager and IT specialist, all through 

working out his transferable skills and spotting a gap in the e-learning market. Excellent blogs 

and exercises to help you unpack your options.  

fromphdtolife.com @FromPhDtoLife: By Dr Jennifer Polk, this is another service that I wish had 

been around when I graduated. The ‘Resources for PhDs’ page is excellent. 

Joyous distractions 

99percentinvisible.org @99pi: Beautiful storytelling on the ‘unnoticed architecture and design 

that shape our world’. Sit back and let their podcasts transport you to another place.  

serialpodcast.org @serial: There simply are no words to describe this phenomenal series of 

podcasts.  

The Wire and Justified remain the best TV series ever to be made. Let these be your rewards for 

reaching key stages of your research. Anything you watch after immersing yourself in these box 

sets will leave you grieving and hollow.  

 


